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PREPARATION OF THE OOCUMENT

The first issue of IICarputer Programs for Fish Stock Assessment" CCIIpiled

by N.J. Abramson in 1970, provided programs in FORmAN for mainframe canputers.*
Another canpilation is being prePared by the Fisheries Department, in BASIC,
for personal canputers as this inexpensive technology is nON spreading rapidly
to laboratories in developing countries.

The present decurrent offers programs for s~le assessment methods on the

programmable pocket calculator HP41 CV widening further the range of equipnent
and methodologies for which appropriate software is nON made available.

The docurrent has been prePared with the kind collaboration of the Inter-

national Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management (ICLARM) which adapted .

for FAD the programs it has prePared for HP 67/97 (see reference in the abstract).

It is recamnended to refer to the original ICLARM manual for more details on

Irethods, underlying assumptions and limitations.

* Additional or upjated programs in FORI'RAN have recently been carpiled in:

Sims, S.E.,
1985

Selected carputer programs in FORmAN for fish stock assessment.

FAa Fish.Tech.Pap. (259) :183 p.

Distribution: For bibliographic purposes this docurcent
should be cited as follows:

FAD Fisheries Department

FAD Regional Fishery Officers
Selector SM
ICLARM

Vakily, J .M.. M.L. Palanares and D. Pauly,
1986 Catplter programs for fish

stock assessment: HP 41 CV
calculator. Produced with the

cooperation of the Inter-

national Center for Living

Aquatic Resources Ma.11agem:mt
(ICLARM). FAD Fish.Tech.Pap.,

(101)Suppl.1:255 p. -
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ABSTRACI'

This document presents the conceptual and mathematical
background, the user's instructions and the listings of a collection
oft h i r t y . pro g ram s for Hew let t Pac k a r d H P 4 1 C V (or e qui val e n t )

calculators, and c'overing the entire field of fish population
dynamics.

Aspects given particular emphasis are (with number of relevant
programs in brackets) length-weight relationships (1), mesh selection
(1), growth (8), mortality (7, covering total, natural and fishing
mortality), population size (notably 3 programs based on age or
length-structured cohort and virtual population analysis), yield-per-
recruit assessments (3), stock-recruitment relationships (2) and
surplus yield models (3). Both single and multispecies assessments
are discussed.

Th is doc ument is intended to serve as a complement to and update
of a more comprehensive text (Pauly, D. 1984. Fish Population
Dynamics in Tropical Waters: A Manual for Use with Programmable
Calculators. ICLARM Studies and Reviews 8, Manila, 325 p.),
structured around HP67/97 calculators. Independent use of this
document is made possible, however, through the inclusion of numerous
computation examples and of tables with supporting data, all
pertaining to tropical and/or subtropical fish stocks.

---- - --
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FOREWORD

Rapid progress made in small computers technology over the last
10 years now offers modest laboratories in developing countries the
possibility of gaining access to computing facilities similar to the
ones used for a number of years in the working groups of the main
Fisheries Commissions.

In these laboratories and for the scientist working generally in
a crit.ical scientific isolation, with very little assistance, small
computers offer immense possibilities for progress towards
understanding the techniques and models by self-teaching and
experimenting, thus faci,litating the lowering of physical and
psychological barriers which kept many scientists away from the
centralized main- frame comptlter systems. .

The stock assessment manuals themselves should change in order to

make better use of the opportunifies thus offered, and the one
prepared by Daniel Pauly of ICLARMa places them on the right track,
offering, in a single volume, an extract of the theory, solved
application examples, program listings and magnetic cards directly
usable by the scientist.

As such, the manual is no longer a simple collection of
techniques and becomes a real working tool.

FAOand the GeneraL Fisheries CounciL for ther~editerranean wished to

obtain a version of the ICLARMmanual adapted to the more powerful HP
41 CV used in many laboratories in the region. This version, prepared
by J. M. Vakily, M. L. Palomares and D. Pauly of ICLARM, presents the
programs only and should be used jointly with the original and more
complete ICLARM manual.

It is obvious that some of the techniques offered are far from
perfect but unfortunately it is likely that some awkward or
not-so-wise scientist will make errors by using inappropriate
techniques or data not compatible with the underlying assumptions of
the models used. I am however convinced that the benefits of easy
access to computing facilities will largely outweight the potential
risks and, if I may borrow a now famous sentence, I consider that this
document is a small step for fishery science but a large step for the
development of the tropical scientific community.

S. Garcia

a) Pauly, D. (1984).
manual for use with
Reviews, 8, 325 p.

Fish population dynamics in tropical waters: a
programmable calculators. ICLARM Studies and

----
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INTRODUCTION
-'

This document presen~f ,30 programs for fish stg,k assessment,
implemented for use on HP 41C programmable calculators .

All of these programs are adaptations of programs for HP 67/97
programmable calculators, originally written by one of uS (D.P.) and
whose listings were included in a manual titled "Fish Population
Dynamics in the Tropics: a manual for use with programmable
ca1cu1at;ors" (Pauly 1984), which from here on will be referred to as
the "manual."

The manual discusses in detail the theory behind the various
rout ines included in the present document; serious readers are advised
to consult the manual. Using the programs included in this document
without reference to the manual is possible, however. For this
purpose, we have extracted from it and included here tables containing
all the data necessary to implement and test all programs included
here (see Appendix I).

These programs, numbered FB <,~ishery ~iology) 1 to 30, cover
the following areas:

Length-weight relationships (FBI)
Gear selection (FB2)
Growth (FB3 to 9)
Mortality (FBIO to 15, and 17 to 20)
Population size, Virtual Population Analyses (16-20)
Yield-per-recruit assessments (FB21 to 23)
Stock-recruitment relationships (FB24 and 25)
Surplus yield and related models (FB26 to 29)
Multispecies yields (FB30)

The selection of routines included here, which reflects that used in
preparing the manual itself, is such that all routines selected can be
applied to tropical and subtropical stocks of fish and invertebrates
such as shrimps or molluscs. In the introduction to each program
included here, 'original references are given to application examples
(numbered 3.1 to 3.30) of the routine in question to such stocks.
Also, the relevant pages of the manual are given, where the same, or a
similar application example is illustrated.

General remarks on the models incorporated in the programs

About half of the routines incorporated in FBI to 30 are based on
"c I a s sical" models that are well-documented in the literature, notab ly
in the widely-used texts of Ricker (1958, 1975) and of Gulland (1966,

a) The programs can be implemented on HP 41C, HP 41CV and HP 4IX
calculators. Details on these various implementations are given
further below.

b) This does not imply an endorsement, either by ICLARM or FAO of
calculators manufactured by Hewlett-Packard Company.
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l

1983) . The other half are based on miscellaneous models developed in
recent years by a number of authors (including the co-author of this
document) explicitly for use in situations where data are sparse,
and/or where the bulk of the available data are length-frequencies.

One major difference between the models included here and those
found in textbooks is that we used here the "generalized" von
Bertalanffy Growth Function (VBGF) sensu Pauly (1981), rather than
the "special" VBGF proposed by von Bertalanffy (1934, 1938) and
popularized by Beverton and Holt (1957). The generalized VBGF has for
length the form

1

L = L (l_e-KD (t-to»l/D
t 00

and for weight the form

W = W (l_e-KD (t-to»b/D
t 00

where Lt and Ware the length, respectively, the weight at age t,
Land W th~ asymptotic length and weight, respectively, K and
t()()consta~s estimated from growth data (along with the asymptotic
s~ze), b the exponent of the length-weight relationship and D the
"surface factor" as defined in Pauly (1981). In the special case that
D = I, equation (1) reverts to

... 1)

... 2)

... 3)

i.e., to the "special" VBGF. When b = 3 and D = I, equation (2)
reverts, similarly to the special VBGF for growth in weight, i.e.

W = W (l-e-K (t-to»3 ... 4)
t 00

as commonly used in fishery biology, and incorporated in a number of
population dynamics model (notably the yield-per-recruit models).

The form of the generalized VBGF for growth in weight used here
(equation 2) replaces the form of that equation in the manual, which
was

... 5)

the sole difference between equations (5) and (2) being the term 3/b
which, rather than leading to a better match between the equations for
growth in weight and growth in length (as was intended), led in the
manual to several small but potentially confusing differences between
results obtained by various models (see Appendix II).

A number of "bugs" were discovered in the original programs for
HP 67/97, in the course of their translation for use with HP 41 family
of calculators and in the text and figures of the manual. Included as
Appe nd i x I I of this document is a list of errata of those non-obvious
errors which lead to misunderstandings and affect the results of
computations. It is hoped that the list is complete.

--
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2. GENERAL INFORMATIONON PROGRAMS

2.1 System Overview
The package of 30 programs presented hereafter covers a broad

range of methods applied in fish population dynamics in tropical
waters.

Though they perform very different .tasks, every effort has been
undertaken to have all programs follow a common pattern in data
manipulation. Menu, interactive operation, and annotated results
should reduce the user's need to refer to the USER INSTRUCTIONS to the
very minimum.

2.2 Hardware requirements
The programs are designed to run with Hewlett Packard

Programmable Calculators belonging to the HP-4l system. A memory
capacity of at least 319 registers is required. The following system
configurations are acceptable:

HP-41 CV
HP-41 X
HP-41 C
HP-41 C

with Quad Memory Module (HP 82170A)
with 4 Memory Modules (HP 82106A)
is not required. However, with a printer connected,
will provide the user with a hardcopy showing the
important input information (e.g. constants) and the

A printer
most programs
program name,
results.

2.3 Capabilities/Limitations

2.3.1 "S IZE"-Configurat ion
Table 2.1 and 2.2 lists all programs and their respective

requirements concerning data storage and program memory. To avoid
frequent changes of the "SIZE"-configuration, a special feature is
given in that setting SIZE 100 will aliow to run almost all programs
without difficulties (provided no other program is stored in memory).
The only exception is Program FB 30.

Some 0 f the progr ams req uire the storage of the original data
set. Independent ly of the number of variables to be entered, all
these programs are set to handle at least 30 cases. If more data are
to be included, Tables 2.1 and 2.2 (p. 21 & 22) should be consulted
for the necessary information on remaining storage capacity and
corresponding "SIZE"-configuration.

2.3.2 Computation Time
S orne programs compute the results via an iteration routine. This

can take a considerable amount of time (the HP 41 does not have a 16
bit processor!). Depending on the number of cases involved,
processing time of one hour or more can occur. In such cases - for
the user's convenience - informat ion is displayed on the current
status of the computation.

s.mondoux
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2.3.3 HP-4l Display

Characters displayed by the HP-4l are quite limited both in their

variety and in the total number that can be presented at a time. Even

though the HP-4l can show messages longer than a l2-character string,
the messages prompted by the programs are usually restricted to that
size to avoid unnecessary loss of time while waiting for the message

to be "pulled" accross the screen. As a consequence, it was necessary
to abbreviate some of the messages to the extent that they might not

be understandable anymore by themselves, but initially require the
need to refer to the USER INSTRUCTIONS. It is expected, however,

that, eventually this will become superfluous with the user becoming
more familiar with the programs.

In the case of characters that can not be displayed exactly the

way they should (mainly lower case letters beyond lie") , special signs
- e.g. brackets "<", ">" - have been added to the appropriate
character. Whenever in doubt, refer to the USER INSTRUCTIONS for the
actual meaning.

2.4 Getting Started
There are three basic techniques for getting Programs FBI to FB30

into a HP4lCV calculator and ready to run:

i) entering manually the listings included in this document
(then if possible "saving" the programs onto magnetic cards

or tape),

ii) "readi~~" preprogrammed magnetic cards using a HP82l04A Card
Reader,

iii) "reading" the programs fro~)a prerecorded magnetic tape
using a HP82l6lA Cassette Drive.

Manual data entry is a tedious and error-prone process (the program
package presented here includes over 13000 (!) steps. Nevertheless,
we h a v e i n c 1 u d e d com pIe tel i s tin g s for use r s wit h no ac c e s s to

periphery. Users wiihing to enter programs should note the following:
1) You shou ld be familiar with the content of your calculator

manual,
2) You should at first experiment with a relativelyshort

program (e.g., FBls),
3) When entering the program, pay special attention to the

alphabetic strings. Many of these contain various numbers
of SPACE commands (e.g., "F : " is entered as '1ALPHAIFISPACEI
: ISPACEIIALPHAI".

a) The program package presented here requires 142 cards for
storage, and would be rather expensive if supplied by either FAO or
ICLARM. Users may wish to send empty cards to the Director, Resource
Assessment and Management Program, ICLARM, MCC PO Box 1501, Makati,
Metro Manila, Philippines, who, for a handling charge of IS US$ will
have the programs copied onto the cards supplied, and the latter then
airmailed back to the user.

b) Microdrive tapes (HP82l76A) for the HP82l6A Digital Cassette
Drive containing the FBI to FB30 programs can be supplied by ICLARM
for 30 US$ each. Please inquire at the address in above footnote.

s.mondoux
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4) All pro~5ams contain commands addressing a HP82162A Thermal
Printer ; they can be entered only if a printer is
connected via a HP82160A Module and turned ON. If a printer
is not available, skip these steps (the program
automatically bypasses printer commands if no printer is
connected).

5) If you want to save the program onto a card, set flag 11 (SF
11), and do a "packing" (by pressing "GTO .."). Go to the
end 0 f the program and delete the final END statement. Then
record the program onto a card (this procedure ensures
program replacement and automatic start of new program upon
reading the card(s)).

Reading of preprogrammed cards involves the following:
1) Turn calculator ON (make sure calculator is not in PRGM

mode) .
2) Select appropriate SIZE (see Table 2.1 and 2.2 and section

2.3.1 above), verify that flag 29 is cleared and flag 28 is
set. I f needed, clear flag 29 (CF 29) and set flag 28 (SF
28) .

3) Then read cards. Program will start automatically.
4) If "NO ROOM" message appears, redo SIZE with a smaller

number and/or delete any other program or key assignment
still in memory (a simple way to achieve such deletion is to
induce a "master clear", resulting in a "MEMORYLOST"
message). A "master clear" is performed by switching the
calculator OFF, then by pressing ON while simultaneously
pressing the rub-out key ( -+-) (after a master clear, you
must repeat step (3)).

Reading the programs from a cassette tape involves the following:
1) Make sure that the calculator is connected to the tape drive

via the HP82160A Module.
2) Turn the tape drive ON, then the calculator. Select

appropriate SIZE (see step 2 above).
3) Verify that flag 29 is cleared, and flag 28 set. If

necessary, clear flag 29 (CF 29) and set flag 28 (SF 28).
4) Insert cassette tape and press" IALPHAI FB ISPACEI (n)

IALPHAI IXEQI I ALPHAI READP IALPHAI."
5) Program will then start automatically.
6) A "NO ROOM"messagemay appear. In this case proceedas 1n

step (4) above.

a) The HP82143A printer mayalsobe operated in conjunction with a
HP41 calculator, in which case no HP82160A Module (i.e., interface) is
necessary. However, all "FMT" statements, used for centering the
ou t pu t 0 f the new print~ust be deleted from the programs (from the
highest steps downwards and with HP82143A printer unplugged) if they
are to be used with the older printer models. The "FMT" function
appears in "PRGM" mode as "XROM29, 25" in the display.

s.mondoux
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2.5 General Program Operation

2.5.1 Loading a Program
Select the appropriate SIZE configuration to create enough memory

space for the program you want to work with. In most cases SIZE 100
wi 11 do. For detailed information on which SIZE to select.,see Table
2.1 and 2.2. If the message appears: NO ROOM, repeatSIZEwith a
larger number. (Note: User-defined key assignments reduce memory
capacity!)

When the programs are loaded into the calculator's memory by
inserting the magnetic cards into the card reader (make sure the

calculator is not in PRGM mode!), any pr,viouslyloadedprogram
be longing to this package will be replaceda. If program does not
start automatically, press R/S ("RUN/STOP" key).

Except for FB 11 and FB 12, all programs will follow the same
starting procedure: while displaying the respective program number,
the calculator is initialized, i.e. all flags and registers are
cleared, and USER mode is set. The system then presents the command
help list (MENU) or - if there is no menu - the first prompt.

FB 11 and FB 12 are different in that they do not clear all data
registers upon initializing.

i
~

;
4

i,
!
1.

2.5.2 The Menu
The menu is meant to give the user a short informationon the

keystrokes that have to be activated to access the various parts of a

given program. It will not make it superfluous to initially study
very thoroughly the USER INSTRUCTIONS. However, once familiar with
the program, the menu should be sufficient to run a program.

There are two different sets of menu commands:

General commands,

activated by the keys C, c, D, E
Specific commands,
activated by the keys A, B, F, G, H, I, J

2.5.2.1 GeneralCommands (C, c, D, E)
Every program contains up to four general commands which allow

for convenient handling of routine work. Two of those (c, E) are
incorporated in every program, whereas the other two are included only
if the structure of the program requires it. There is no display of a

"menu" if a program contains only general commands. In such a case
refer to "REGISTERS, STATUS, FLAGS" to identify the commands used in
the program in question.

a) This is so because
as the last statement (a

dots) remains in memory

done only if enough memory

programs FBI to FB30 have an ".END." comment
program ending with "END" (i.e., without the
when a new program is appended,which can be
is available for both programs).

s.mondoux
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Command : INITIALIZE
Assigned to: (f) c
Description

This command initializes the program, Le. makes it ready for the

input of a new data set and/or the shift to a different part of the

program. The command is equivalent to loading the program, Le. all
registers are cleared and :lags aud status are set.

Command
Assigned to
Description

If a program cO<1tains"Special Commands", a menu is included
which shows these special commands together with the general
commands. The menu is displayed right after loading (or
initializing) the pr~gram, or - in some cases - after the initial

input of data. Pressing "C" recalls the menu at any time. It

shou ld be no ted, however, that the program wi 11 not resume its
procedure at the positil.'n where it was before the menu was

called. To restart a progr3m, any of the commands offered has to
be selected first.

REVIEW MENU
C

Command
Assigned to
Description

This command is used in programs which store the original
data set. For data already entered (i.e. after R/S has been
pressed), any correction is done after the complete data set has
been entered. (Note that every program will automatically call
this routine after completion of data entry.)

REVIEW DATA
D

Prompts ROW NO. ?

The l\ser is first asked to ind1cate the number of the row
she/he wants to check for erroneous data entry. After entering a
specific row number all variables will consecutively be displayed
with their respective values recorded in this row. This is
followed by the question:

CORRECTION ?
YES: 1, NO: 0

If the user specifies "1", the next prompt is:

CORR. INPUT :

followed by the name of the first variable. The user has to
enter the correct value of this and all other remaining variables
of the respective row (Note that all values have to be
re-entered). Next promptis:

-- --
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MORE REVIEW ?

(The same
after the

necessary.)

prompt appears if the user had specified "0" <zero>
preceding question to indicate that no correction was

YES: 1, NO: 0

Specifying "1" will bring the user back to the beginning of the
correction routine.

Specifying "0" makes the system leave the correction
routine.

Command
Assigned to

Description

In con tra s t to the command described be fore, "Review Input"
is used in programs which do not store the original data set, but
still have to handle a considerable amount of data. It allows to

review the preceding input and - if necessary - to correct it.

There is no correction routine offered at a later point. (But

note that this rout ine will automatically be called after the
user has entered the last row of data.)

REVIEW INPUT
D

Prompts LAST INPUT

This will be followed by the display of all
their corresponding values which had been entered
R/S command. The user then will be asked:

variables and

with the last

CORRECTION ?
YES: 1, NO: 0

By se lee t ing "1", the user can correc t the preced ing

re-entering all data. After the selection of "0",
asked to enter data of the following row.

data set by
the user is

Command
Assigned

Description

Computed results are displayed automatically. This is done

either step by step or continously. In the first case, the user
is required to enter the R/S command to display results in

succession, whereas in the latter case results are displayed with
on ly short interruptions (of about two seconds). The results can

be reviewed by pressing "E". If different sets of results were

computed, only the very last one is displayed.

REVIEW RESULTS
E

s.mondoux
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2.5.2.2 Special Commands (A, B, F, G, H, I, J)
The special commands are needed to select those parts of the

pro'grams the user wants to work with. Their function is explained in
the USER INSTRUCTIONS and also mentioned in the menu.

Note: If a part of a program has been completed and the user
wishes to switch to another part of the same program, she/he usually
will have to initializethe systemby pressing"(f)c". For exceptions
see the USER INSTRUCTIONS.

2.5.3 General Features
In the following,

structure most programs
to be dealt with.

Typically, a program has the following structure:

a short overview is given of the general
are based on, and of some features that have

Initialization
Menu

Program Selection

Data Input
Review and Correction

Computation
Result Display

The selection of a program is followed
(constants, and/or variables). This procedure is
the question:

by the input of data

usually started with

NO. OF ROWS ?

wh ic h re qui res the input of a figure represent ing the number of rows

(i.e., cases) the user intends to enter. (The number of variables is
provided by the program itself.)

When entering the data the user generally receives first
information on which row he or she is working, e.g. :

1. ROW

followed by the name (or an abbreviation) of the variable to be
entered. After input of the corresponding value and pressing R/S, the
prompt for the next input will appear. Due to computation procedures,
however, the sys tern needs in some cases a certain time before it
actually can accept the next input. The "ready for input" is
indicated by the disappearance of the little PRGM-indicator from the

display. For the convenience of the user, an audio signal is emitted
as additional "ready" indicator whenever the time gap between two
input prompts is unusually long.
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Some programs need - for further computational procedure - to
retain a variable's largest value entered. The system does this
automatically during the normal data input mode. However, changes
made while going through the correction routine are not considered.
Therefore, to avoid any possible error, the following prompts are
displayed after leaving the correction routine:

(Var. Name) <MAX> = xxx
CORRECTION ?

YES: 1, NO: 0

Specifying "0" will start the computation of the results, whereas "I"
will enable the user to change the maximum value if this is necessary.

Results are presented in a format allowing display of both
numeric and (abbreviated) textual information. For various reasons
the user might, however, want to change this format e.g., to increase
the number of digits displayed. There are basically two methods to
accomplish this. We have left it to the user to find out which method
will work with a given program.

Method 1 :

When the result of interest is displayed and the program stops

automatically, press CLX.
If the numerical value of the result of interest is still in the

display, press (f)FIX [n], with [n] being the number of decimals to be
displayed. If the result of interest has disappeared use method 2.

In cases where the program has no automatic stop, press Rls to
hold execution and proceed as above, considering that pressing Rls

replaced pressing CLX.

Method 2

Refer to REGISTERS, STATUS, FLAGS to find out where the result of
interest is stored (the symbol "[u]" labels stores used for various

purposes). Recall it into the X-register (by pressing-RCL nn) and set
the format as in method 1.

2.6 Error Handling
If an error message occurs, the reason for it will almost

c e r t a i n 1y be an erroneous data entry. I f the program has stored the

original data set, the correctionroutine (accessedvia "D")can be
used to check the data set. Otherwise, the system should be
re-initialized and the data re-entered.

2.7 Interruptions
The operation of a program can be stopped at any time by pressing

"Rls". Pressing this key again restarts the program at the position'
where it was stopped. Pressing a key different from "Rls" will
disrupt normal procedure and cause erroneous results. The only
exception is the display of the menu, which can be stopped and then
abandoned in order to select other parts of the program.

--
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.Table 2.1. PROGRAM DATA (For programs with primary data storage).

==========================================================================

Note "k" represents number of cases ( no. of rows)

--

===========================================================================

Progr. iF Reg. iF of Data For Maximum k For For

FB To Copy Registers SiZE = 100 k = 30
k = SIZE= k = SIZE=

I

1 185 (k*2)+16 58 132 42 076
3 192 (k*3)+19 36 127 27 109
6 194 (k*3)+16 36 127 28 106
7 205 (k*2)+33 40 113 33 093
11 150 ( k )+21 148 169 79 051
12 154 ( k )+21 144 165 79 051
24 160 (k*2)+16 71 158 42 076
25 201 (k*2)+16 51 118 42 076
30A 233 (k*2)+21 32 085 -- 081
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Table 2.2 PROGRAM DATA (For programs without primary data storage).
i

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Progr. II Reg. Data For Minimum Size For SIZE = 100
FB To Copy Registers SIZE = 4; Free Reg. 4; FreeReg.

2 194 00 - 15 016 109 25
4 112 '00 - 15 016 191 107
5 175 00 - 16 017 127 44
8 187 00 - 23 024 108 32
9 192 00 - 13 014 113 27

10 99 00 - 14 015 205 120
13 123 00 - 14 015 181 96
14 56 00 - 15 016 247 163
15 40 00 - 04 005 274 179
16 64 00 - 07 008 247 155
17 57 00 - 15 016 246 162
18 93 00 - 12 013 213 126
19 103 00 - 15 016 200 116
20 169 00 - 16 017 133 50
21 148 00 - 17 018 153 71
22 109 00 - 23 024 186 110
23 62 00 - 14 015 242 157
26 130 00 - 21 022 167 89
27 147 00 - 19 020 152 72
28 184 00 - 19 020 115 35
29 148 00 - 15 016 155 71

30B 233 00 - 26 027 59

===========================================================================
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3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13
3.14
3.15
3.16
3.17
3.18
3.19
3.20
3.21
3.22
3.23
3.24
3.25
3.26
3.27
3.28
3.29
3.30

Program FB
Program FB

Program FB

Program FB

Program FB

program.FB

Program FB

Program FB

Program FB

Progr am FB

Program FB

Progr am FB

Progr am FB

Progr am FB

Program FB

Program FB

Progr am FB

Program FB

Progr am FB

Program FB

Program FB

Progr am FB

Program FB

Progr am FB

Program FB

Program FB

Progr am FB

Program FB

Program FB

Program FB
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Section 3

Program descriptions, user instructions,

listings and computation example

1 Length-Weight Relationships
2 Gear Selection

3 Von Bertalanffy Plot
4 Ford-Walford Plot

5 Gulland and Holt Plot
6 Munro Plot

7 Fitting Seasonally Oscillating Growth Data

8 Seasonal Growth from Tagging Data
9 Generalized VBGF and Derivatives: Solutions

10 Total Mortality from Mean Weight
11 Z Using Jones' or Sparre's Method
12 Length-Converted Catch Curves

13 Z and K from Mean Lengths

14 F and M from Tagging-Recapture Data
15 Independent Estimates of M

16 Population Size (Petersen's Method)

17 Leslie's Equation

18 VPA and Cohort Analysis

19 Jones' Length Cohort Analysis
20 Length-Structured VPA

21 Yield Per Recruit (Special VBGF)

22 Yield Per Recruit via Incomplete B-Function
23 Conversion Factor "k"
24 Stock-Recruitment Curve of Beverton and Holt

25 Ricker's Stock-Recruitment Curves
26 Schaefer and Fox's Models
27 Schnute's Yield Model

28 Csirke and Caddy's Model
29 Logistic Growth Curve
30 Multispecies Yields

Total number of magnetic cards needed for

fishery ~iology (FB) 1 to 30:

1;of

mag.
cards

6
7
6
4
5 1/2
6 1/2
6 1/2
6
6
3 1/2
5
5
4
2
2
2 1/2
2
3
3 1/2
5 1/2
5
3 1/2
2
5
6 1/2
4 1/2
5
6
5
7 1/2

a) Assuming that 1 programrequiring5 cards (i.e.,FB 11,12,21,
24, 27 or 29) is stored on the last card, second track of FB 5, 6, 7,
10,16,19,20,22,25,26 and 30, or that 2 programs,requiring2 or
3 cards (see above) are stored on the 2nd track of the last cards of
10 of the 11 programsusing an odd numberof tracks.

--

Page

14
24
32
40
46
53
61
69
77
86
93

102
110
118
123
128
133
138
145
152
160
169
175
180
187
195
202
209
216
224
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3.1: PROGRAMDESCRIPTION FB 1

Length-Weight Relationships
This program fits data to a length/weight relationship of the

form

bW=a.L ...1)

whe re W is t he we i gh t and L is the length of an animal. The fit 1S
obtained by means of a linear regression of the form

loglO W = loglO a + b loglO L ...2)

whose goodness of fit is estimated by r2.
To compensate for a systematic bias introduced by the trans-

formation, the regression coefficient "a" is multiplied by a
correction factor of the form

2
Corr. F = exp (SEE /2) . .. 3)

with SEE being the standard error of estimate of the regression. SEE
is calculated from the formula

SEE = ... 4)

where the",loglOW' 's are the values of the dependent variable and
the log lOW .' s ar~ the corresponding predicted values calculated
from the equ~tion (Sprugel 1983).

Also, a condition factor (c.f.) is estimated by means of the
express10n

_ 3c.f. - W.IOO/L ...5)

Both expression (1) and the condition factor can be used to perform
length-to-weight and weight-to-length conversions. When grams (live
weight) and cm are used, the value of c.f. in most fishes will range
between 0.5 and 2.0.

To test whether the values of b estimated via expression (2)

differ significantly from the value of 3 used in expression (5)

(isometric growth), a value of t is computed with each value of b

which can be used in conjunction with a table of the t - distribution
(d.f. = n - 2)

t = /b - 3/ . Sx . In - 2' ... 6)
vi 2'1 - r Sy

as glven 1n Sachs (l974, p. 339).
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Operating Limits and Warnings
Values of b in equation (1)

and may reflect an entry error,

length and weight data.
An error message will appear after computation of b

as may occur when only few (2 or 3) rows have been entered.

below 2.5 and 3.5 are questionable,

or be based on too small a range of

---

if r2 = 1,
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FB 1: LENGTH-WEIGHT RELATIONSHIPS

USER INSTRUCTIONS

STEP VARIABLEINSTRUCT IONS FUNCT. PROMPTS I RES IJ LTS

o.
1.
1.1
1.2

1.3

1.4

I.S

1.6

1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
2.
2.1

2.2

2.2.1
2.2.2

LOAD PROGRAM
DISPLAY OF MENU
INPUT OF A SET OF DATA
"SINGLE VALUE" - INPUT TO
OBTAIN CONDo FACT.
ESTIMATE WT. FROMLENGTH
(USING R.A. PAR.)
ESTIMATE LENGTHFROMWT.
(USING R.A. PAR.)
ESTIMATE WT. FROMLENGTH
(USING C.F.)
ESTIMATE LENGTH FROMWT.
(USING C.F.)
}
} SEE GENERAL
} INSTRUCTIONS
}
INPUT OPTION
COMPUTEPARfu~ETERSOF

LE~GTH-WEIGHT RELATIONSHIPS
(r , a, b, c.L, t)
[CONTINUE AT STEP 3]
COMPUTECONDITION FACTOR (C.F.)
FROMSINGLE LENGTH-WEIGHT
DATA PAIR
ENTER LENGTH L
ENTER WEIGHT W

(RESULT IS THE COR~ESP.
CONDITION FACTOR)a

a) NOTE: I F YOU WANT TO CALCULATEMORE CONDITION FACTORS, TWOOPTIONS
ARE AVAILABLE :
" i) "MEAN COND. FACT. II : ALL L/w DATA PAIRS PREVIOUSLY ENTEREDWILL BE

INCLODED IN THE COMPUTATIONOF NEXT C.F.; TO COMPUTETHIS "MEAN C.L" PRESS
"B" AND ENTER NEXT PAIR OF LENGTHAND WEIGHT.

ii) "SINGLE CONDoFACT." : PRECEDING L/w DATA PAIRS ARE NOT INCLUDED
I N THE COMPUTATIONOF NEXT C. F.; TO USE ONLY NEWL/w DATA PAIRS PRESS "Rls"
AND ENTER NEWLENGTHAND WEIGHT.

* FB 1*
MENU
DATAINP. : A
C.F. INP. <1> : B

W. EST. <R.A.>: F

L. EST. <R.A. > : G

W. EST. (C. F.) : H

L. EST. (C.F.) : I

MENU: C
INITIAL : c
REV. INP. : D
REV. RES. : E

A * L/w REL..*

B LENGTH ?

Rls WEIGHT ?
RIS C.F. : (x)
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F 3.1
3.2

G

H 3.3
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.3

I

4.
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

5.
5.1

5.1.1
5.1.1.1

5.1.1.2

5.1.2
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FB 1: LENGTH-WEIGHTRELATIONSHIPS

USER INSTRUCTIONS (cont.)

INSTRUCT IONS VARIABLE

DATA INPUT

PARAMETERS OF LENGTH-WEIGHT RELATION

ENTER NO. OF ROWS
INDICATE IF YOU WANT
TO USE ( "1") OR NOTUSE
("0") A WEIGHTING FACTOR
ENTER FOR ROW I, 2 ... k
LENGTH
WEIGHT
WEIGHING FACTOR
(IF SELECTED IN 3.2)
NOTE: MAKESURE YOU ENTER
THE NEXT DATASET AFTER
THE "BEEP" :

TO REVIEW PRECEDING INPUT,
PRESS

RZSULTS
r
a
b
VALUE FOR t-TEST

CONDITION FACTOR (C. F.)
OPTIONS :
1. REVIEW RESULTS
2 . REVIEW MENU
3. RUN SUB-PROGRAMS
SUB-PROGRAMS
TO COMPUTE WEIGHT ESTIMATES
FOR ANY GIVEN LENGTH USE:
OPTION

PARAMETERS OF L/W REL. (a, b),
PRESS

CONDITION FACTOR (C.F.),
PRESS
AND ENTER LENGTH

(RESULT : WEIGHT ESTIMATE)

k

1 OR 0

L
W
W.F.

L

FUNCT. PROMPTS/RESULTS

* L/W REL. *
DATA INPUT :
NO. OF ROWS?

R/S WEIGHT. F. ?
YES: I, NO : 0

R/S 1. ROW

LENGTH?
R/S WEIGHT ?
R/S WEIGHT. F ?
R/S 2. C3 ... k) ROW

D LAST INPUT
PLEASE WAIT
RA2 : (x)
a : (x)
b : (x)
T : (x)
C.F.: (x)
(PROGR. STOP)

E
C (OR R/S)
F, G, H OR I

F LENGTH ?

H LENGTH ?
R/S <W> : (x)

NEXT LENGTH ?

--
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